Common Legislative Terms

1. Exempt Bill – A bill that has been sponsored by, referred to, or acted upon by an Exempt Committee. Exempt Bills are not subject to the standard deadlines for bills.

2. Exempt Committee – The following committees are exempt committees: House and Senate Federal and State Affairs, Senate Ways and Means, Senate Assessment and Taxation, House committees on Calendar and Printing, Appropriations, Taxation. Either chamber can authorize other committees as exempt in their rules.

3. Gut and Go – the process of amending a bill by removing its original contents and replacing it with an entirely new bill.

4. HApp – Shorthand for House Appropriations Committee

5. Omnibus bill – a single document that is accepted by a single vote that packages together several measures into one large bill. Often, omnibus bills combine several previously separate bills into one bill for passage at the end of the session.

6. Shell Bill – A bill in a committee that can be used as the starting point for a “Gut and Go.” Can also be referred to as a “Vehicle.”

7. SWAM – Shorthand for Senate Ways and Means Committee

8. Turnaround – This is the last day to consider non-exempt bills in their house of origin (i.e., the last day to consider SB in the Senate, or HB in the House).

9. Vehicle – A bill in a committee that can be used as a starting point for a “Gut and Go.” Can also be referred to as a “Shell Bill.”